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In a recent paper [1] , Giannetti considered the thermal noise generated by a resistor R on a generic output port in any linear network.
He reasoned that, because the contribution of the thermal noise of the resistor to the output noise of the circuit vanishes for both R ! 0 and R ! 1, there should be a resistor value whose contribution to the output noise is maximal. In order to find that value, from 
which is incorrect because the second and third terms of (1) 
The maximal noise will result for that value of R that nulls the first derivative of (2), which is R = jZj. This interesting result has no simple explanation and deserves further elaboration because it might lead to the wrong conclusion that a reactive impedance Z would increase the output noise. According to (3), the voltage spectral density at the output of an amplifier whose input impedance includes, say, a shunting capacitance, will certainly increase when R = jZj, but, because of the frequency dependence of the impedance of a capacitance, that condition will happen at a single frequency. What will then happen in a finite frequency bandwidth? If Z = R 3 + jX 3 , the output noise power from fL to fH will be whose maximal value would be
For a purely resistive input impedance (Z = R 3 ), we would have 
When fH 0 fL p fHfL, the output noise power ratio is 2. When f H 0 f L p f H f L , the output noise power ratio is
Therefore, from the point of view of output noise, when the source resistance and the input impedance are matched (R = jZj), for narrowband signals it is advisable to reduce the input capacitance as much as possible, whereas for a wide band signal, the input capacitance helps in reducing the output noise power. In the usual cases of voltage or current measurement we have R jZj and R jZj, respectively, which results in minimal output voltage noise spectral density. By the same token, the output noise contributed by the amplifier input resistance R 3 will be small whenever it is unmatched to R. Thus, the common design practice to reduce voltage or current loading also reduces output noise.
